Abstract-The k -nearest-neighbor method performs classification tasks for a query sample based on the information contained in its neighborhood. Previous studies into the k -nearest-neighbor algorithm usually achieved the decision value for a class by combining the support of each sample in the neighborhood. They have generally considered the nearest neighbors separately, and potentially integral neighborhood information important for classification was lost, e.g. the distribution information. This article proposes a novel local learning method that organizes the information in the neighborhood through local distribution. In the proposed method, additional distribution information in the neighborhood is estimated and then organized; the classification decision is made based on maximum posterior probability which is estimated from the local distribution in the neighborhood. Additionally, based on the local distribution, we generate a generalized local classification form that can be effectively applied to various datasets through tuning the parameters. We use both synthetic and real datasets to evaluate the classification performance of the proposed method; the experimental results demonstrate the dimensional scalability, efficiency, effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method compared to some other state-of-the-art classifiers. The results indicate that the proposed method is effective and promising in a broad range of domains.
INTRODUCTION
I N classification problems, a collection of correctly classified samples is usually created as the training set, and classification of each new pattern is achieved using the evidence of samples in the training set. As a classification method, the k-NearestNeighbor (kNN) algorithm implements the classification task for a query sample using the information of its k nearest neighbors (kNNs) in the training set. A simple classification rule generated from the kNNs is the majority voting rule where the query sample is classified to the class represented by the majority of its kNNs. This is the well-known and understood original Voting kNN (V-kNN) rule developed by Cover & Hart in [1] .
As an instance-based learning algorithm, kNN algorithms have suffered from a number of issues which require resolution to enable its effective use in real-world learning tasks [2] . However, following decades of documented research the majority of these issues have been resolved, or at least, mitigates to a greater or lesser degree [3] . Research has moreover identified a number of advantages for the kNN algorithm which has, in practice, been successfully applied to real-world problems and applications. The advantages include: (1) kNN is a non-parametric method and does not require any a priori knowledge relating to data distributions; (2) the error rate for kNN methods can approach the optimal Bayes error rate in theory as the sample size tends to infinity [1] , [4] ; (3) kNN can deal with multi-class and multilable problems straightforward and effortlessly [5] , [6] ; and (4) the kNN algorithm can be implemented easily due to its relative simplicity.
Due to the advantages identified, the kNN algorithm has been the subject of extensive research and development for use in a range of research domains including Data Mining (DM), Machine Learning (ML) and Pattern Recognition (PR) [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . Especially, kNN has been considered to be one of the top 10 methods in DM [11] for its usefulness and effectiveness for classification. Also, the kNN algorithm shows its effectiveness in a variety of application areas, including computer vision [12], [13] , Brain Computer Interface (BCI) [14] , biometrics [15] , affective computing [16] and text categorization [17] , [18] . The kNN algorithm provides support for classification problems and usually achieves very good performances in a variety of domains [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] .
While the kNN method has been widely used over several decades due to its effectiveness and simplicity, the traditional V-kNN rule is not guaranteed to be the optimal method when implementation uses only the quantity information of the kNNs in the neighborhood. The organization of information contained in the neighborhood plays a very important role in generating effective and efficient decision rules for kNN algorithms. In this article, we generate the classification rule using the distribution information instead of the quantity information contained in the neighborhood and therefore propose a comprehensive kNN decision rule, termed the Local Distribution based kNN (LD-kNN). The local distribution information in the proposed method would comprehensively consider the quantity information, distance information and the sample position information contained in the neighborhood. Hence, the proposed method is expected to be more effective for classification problems. Our previous work [23] has given an example of LD-kNN using the local Gaussian assumption to estimate the local distribution for classification.
In LD-kNN, the local distribution (around the query sample) of each class is estimated from the samples in the neighborhood; then the posterior probability of the query sample belonging to each class is estimated based on the local distribution. The query sample is assigned to the class with the greatest posterior probability. As the classification is based on the maximum posterior probability, the LD-kNN rule can achieve the Bayes error rate in theory. Fig. 1 shows typical cases where the previous kNN methods may fail, while the LD-kNN can be effective through the consideration of local distribution. To validate the LD-kNN method, we consider multivariate data with numerical attributes, and estimate the local distribution for classification. The experimental results using both real and synthetic data sets show that LDkNN is competitive compared to a number of the state-of-the-art classification methods.
The main contributions of this article can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce the concept of local distribution and first define the local probability density to describe the local distribution, and generate the connection between local distribution and global distribution.
• Based on local distribution, we first propose a generalized local classification formulation (i.e. LD-kNN) that can organize the local distribution information in the neighborhood to improve the classification performance. Through tuning the parameters in LD-kNN, it can be effectively applied to various datasets.
• We implement two LD-kNN classifiers respectively using Gaussian model estimation and kernel density estimation for local distribution estimation and design a series of experiments to research the properties of LD-kNN. And the experimental results demonstrate the superiority of LDkNN compared to some other state-of-the-art classifiers.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a review of kNN methods with a focus on the organization of neighborhood information in Section 2.4 which would use the idea of proposed method. Section 3 introduces the concept of local distribution and the main idea of LD-kNN. The evaluation and experimental testing are set out in Section 4 where results are presented along with a comparative analysis with alternative approaches to pattern classification. Section 5 makes a discussion of LD-kNN. The article closes with a conclusion in Section 6.
A REVIEW OF KNN
If a dataset has the property that data samples within a class have high similarity in comparison to one another, but are dissimilar to objects in other classes, i.e., near samples can represent the property of a query sample better than more distant samples, the kNN method is considered effective for classification. Fortunately, in the real world, objects in the same class usually have certain similarities. Therefore, kNN method can perform well if the given attributes are logically adequate to describe the class.
However, the original V-kNN is not guaranteed to be the optimal method and improving the kNN for more effective and efficient classification has remained an active research topic over many decades. Effective application of kNN usually depends on the neighborhood selection rule, neighborhood size and the neighborhood information organization rule. And, the efficiency of the kNN method is usually dependent on the reduction of the training data and the search for the neighbors which generally relies on the neighborhood selection rule. Thus, refinements to the kNN algorithm in recent years have focused mainly on four aspects: (1) the data reduction; (2) the neighborhood selection rule; (3) the determination of neighborhood size; and (4) the organization of information contained in the neighborhood, which is mainly concerned in this article.
Data reduction
Data reduction is a successful technique that simultaneously tackles the issues of computational complexity, storage requirements, and noise tolerance of kNN. Data reduction is applied to obtain a reduced representation of the data set that can closely maintain the property of the original data. Thus, the reduced training dataset should require much less storage and be much more efficient for neighbor search. The data reduction usually includes attribute reduction and instance reduction. As the name implies, attribute reduction aims to reduce the number of attributes while instance reduction tries to reduce the number of instances.
Attribute reduction
Attribute reduction can include deleting the irrelevant, weak relevant or redundant attributes/dimensions (known as attribute/feature subset selection), or constructing a more relevant attribute set from the original attribute set (known as attribute/feature construction).
The basic heuristic methods of attribute subset selection include stepwise forward selection, stepwise backward elimination, and decision tree induction [24] . And there are a number of advanced method for attribute subset selection, such as ReliefF algorithms [25] , minimal-Redundancy-Maximal-Relevance criterion (mRMR) [26] and Normalized Mutual Information Feature Selection (NMIFS) [27] .
Attribute construction, usually known as dimensionality reduction, is applied so as to obtain a reduced or compressed representation of the original attribute set. There are a number of generic attribute construction methods, including linear transforms like Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Wavelet Transforms (WT) [28] , and nonlinear transforms like manifold learning including isometric feature mapping (Isomap) [29] , Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [30] and Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) [31] etc.
Instance reduction
Many researchers have addressed the problem of instance reduction to reduce the size of the training data. Pioneer research into the instance reduction was conducted by Hart [32] with his Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule (CNN) in 1960s, and subsequently by other researchers [33] , [34] , [35] . Aha et al. [3] , [36] presented a series of instance based-learning algorithms that aim to reduce the storage requirement and improve the noise tolerance. The instance reduction techniques can include the instance filtering and instance abstraction [37] .
Instance filtering, also known as prototype selection [38] or instance selection [39] , selects a subset of samples that can represent the property of the whole dataset from the original training data. Several instance filtering approaches have been reported like [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] . In recent years, some more advanced prototype selection methods have been proposed such as Fuzzy Rough Prototype Selection (FRPS) [43] , [44] and prototype selection using mutual information [45] .
Instance abstraction, also known as prototype generation, generates and replaces the original data with new artificial data [46] . Most of the instance abstraction methods use merging or divide-and-conquer strategies to set new artificial samples [47] , or are based on clustering approaches [48] , Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) hybrids [49] , advanced proposals [50] , [51] , [52] , and evolutionary algorithms-based schemes [53] , [54] , [55] .
Neighborhood selection
The neighborhood selection rule usually relates to the definition of the "closeness" between two samples that used to find the k nearest neighbors of a sample in question. The closeness in the kNN method is usually defined in terms of a distance or similarity function. 1 For example, Euclidean distance is the most commonly used in any distance-based algorithms for numerical attributes; while Hamming distance is usually used for categorical attributes in kNN, and edit distance for sequences, maximal sub-graph for graphs. There are a number of other advanced distance metrics that can be used in kNN depending on the type of dataset in question, such as Heterogeneous EuclideanOverlap Metric (HEOM) [57] , Value Difference Metric (VDM) and its variants [57] , [58] , Minimal Risk Metric (MRM) [59] , and Neighborhood Counting Measure (NCM) [60] . There is also a large body of documented research addressing similarity metrics to improve the effectiveness of kNN [61] , [62] , [63] , [64] ; however there are no known distance functions which have been shown to perform consistently well in a broad range of conditions [60] . There are some other neighborhood selection rules that select the k neighbors not only based on the distance function. Hastie and Tibshirani [65] used a local linear discriminant analysis to estimate an effective metric for computing neighborhoods, where the local decision boundaries were determined from the centroid information, and the neighborhoods shrank in the direction orthogonal to the local decision boundaries, and stretched out in the direction parallel to the decision boundaries. Guo and Chakraborty [66] proposed a Bayesian adaptive nearest neighbor method (BANN) that could adaptively select the neighborhood according to the concentration of the data around each query point with the help of discriminants. The Nearest Centroid Neighborhood (NCN) proposed by Chaudhuri [67] tries to consider both the distance-based proximity and spatial distribution of k neighbors, and works very well, particularly in cases with small sample size [68] , [69] . In addition, some researchers use reverse neighborhood where the samples have the query sample in their neighborhoods [70] , [71] , [72] .
The kNNs search methods should be another aspect of neighborhood selection for improving the search efficiency. Though effectively could the basic exhaustive search find the kNNs, it would take much running time, especially if the scale of the dataset is huge. KD-tree [73] , [74] is one of the most commonly used methods for kNNs search; it is effective and efficient on lower dimensional spaces, while its performance has been widely observed to degrade badly on higher dimension spaces [75] . Some other tree structure based methods can also provide compelling performance in some practical applications such as ball tree [76] , cover tree [77] , Principal Axis Tree [78] and Orthogonal Search Tree [79] etc.
In many applications, the exact kNNs is not rigorously required, some approximate kNNs may be good substitutes for the exact kNNs. The approximate kNNs search should be more efficient than the exact kNNs search. This relaxation led to a series of important approximate kNNs search techniques such as Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [80] , Spill-tree [81] and Bregman ball tree (Bbtree) [82] etc. Some other recent techniques for efficient approximate kNNs search can be found in [83] , [84] , [85] , [86] , [87] , [88] .
Neighborhood size
The best choice of neighborhood size of kNN much depends on the training data, larger values of k could reduce the effect of noise on the classification, but make boundaries between classes less distinct [89] . In general, a larger size of training data requires a larger neighborhood size so that the classification decisions can be based on a larger portion of data. In practice, the choice of k is usually determined by the cross-validation methods [90] . However, the cross validation methods would be time consuming for the iterative training and validation. Thus, researchers try to find an adaptive and heuristic neighborhood size selection method for kNN without training and validation.
Wang et al. [91] solved this "choice-of-k" issue by an alternative formalism which selects a set of neighborhoods and aggregates their supports to create a classifier less biased by k. And another article [92] proposed a neighborhood size selection method using statistical confidence, where the neighborhood size is determined by the criterion of statistic confidence associated with the decision rule. In [93] , Hall et al. detailed the way in which the value of k determines the misclassification error, which may motivate new methods for choosing the value of k for kNN. In addition, some other literatures by Guo et al. [94] , [95] , [96] proposed a kNN model for classification where the value of k is automatically determined with different data. Though the kNN model can release the choice of k and can achieve good performances, it introduces two other pruning parameters which may have some effects on classification.
Neighborhood information organization
In kNN methods, the classification decision for a query sample is made based on the information contained in its neighborhood. The organization of neighborhood information can be described as, given a query sample X and its kNNs from the training set (the ith nearest neighbor is denoted by X i with the class label l i and distance d i ), how to organize these information to achieve an effective decision rule for the class label l of X? There are a number of decision rules which can be employed in the previous studies as follows.
Voting kNN rules
The V-kNN rule is the most basic rule that uses only the quantity information to create a majority voting rule where the query sample X is assigned to the class represented by the majority of its kNNs. The V-kNN rule can be expressed as Equation 1, where I(·) is an indicator function that returns 1 if its condition is true and 0 otherwise, and N C is the number of kNNs in class C.
The V-kNN rule may not represent the optimal approach to organize the neighborhood information when using only quantity information. The main drawback of the V-kNN rule is that the kNNs of a query sample are assumed to be contained in a region of relatively small volume; thus the difference among the kNNs can be ignored. In practice, if the neighborhood can not be too small, this differences may not be always negligible, and can become substantial. Therefore, it can be questionable to assign an equal weight to all the kNNs in the decision process regardless of their relative positions to the query sample. In Fig.  1a , the V-kNN method finds the ten nearest neighbors of the query sample, of which the 4 belong to Class 1 and the remaining 6 somewhat further distant neighbors belong to Class 2. In this case, the V-kNN rule will misclassify the query sample to Class 2 which has more nearest neighbors, regardless of the distances; clearly it would be more reasonable to classify the query sample to Class 1 for which the samples are nearer to the query sample than Class 2. 
Weighted kNN rules
A refinement to the V-kNN is to apply a weight to each of the kNNs based on its distance to the query point with a greater weight for a closer neighbor; and the query sample is assigned to the class in which the weights of the kNNs sum to the greatest value. This is the Distance-Weighted kNN (DWkNN) rule. Compared with the V-kNN rule, the DW-kNN rule additionally takes into account the distance information of the kNNs in the decision. If assigning a weight w i to the ith nearest neighbor of X, then the DW-kNN rule can be expressed as
There is a large body of literature addressing research into the weighting functions for DW-kNN. Dudani [97] has proposed a DW-kNN rule by assigning the ith nearest neighbor x i a distanced-based weight w i defined as Equation 3. Gou et al. [98] have modified Dudani's weighting function using a dual distance weighted voting, which can be expressed as Equation 4 . Some other weighting rules can be found at [99] , [100] . However, there is no one weighting method that is known to perform consistently well even under some conditions.
While DW-kNN can improve the performance over V-kNN by introducing the distance information for the decision rule, it loses the relationship information among the kNNs in the neighborhood; thus it may fail to make an effective classification decision under certain circumstance. For example, in Fig. 1b , the DW-kNN finds ten nearest neighbors from the training samples of two classes; however, while the nearest neighbors from both classes have the same distance information, the DW-kNN will fail to make an effective classification decision in this case.
Local center-based kNN rules
Research has investigated the organization of neighborhood information for a more effective classification decision rule resulting in a number of improvements to the kNN rule. The Local Center-based kNN (LC-kNN) rules may address some issues the DW-kNN rules encounter. The LC-kNN generalizes the nearest neighbors from each class as a center prototype for classification [101] . The query sample is assigned to the class represented by the nearest center prototype as expressed in 5, where d(·) is the distance between two samples.
The basic LC-kNN rule is much less effective for an imbalanced neighborhood than for a balanced neighborhood. The Categorical Average Pattern (CAP) method [102] , [103] can refine the LC-kNN more effectively by selecting a balanced neighborhood; the k nearest neighbors to the query sample are selected from each class to constitute the neighborhood. Suppose the ith nearest neighbor in class C is denoted by X C i , the CAP rule can be expressed as
The Local Probabilistic Center (LPC) method proposed by Li et al. [104] has demonstrated a refinement to the CAP method by estimating a prior probability that a training sample belongs to its corresponding class. The LPC of each class is estimated based on these prior probabilities to reduce the influence of negative contributing samples. The LPC rule can be expressed as Equation 7 , where p i denotes the probability of X C i belonging to class C. Li et al. have also designed an estimation of p i in [104] .
LC-kNN rules, including CAP and LPC, consider the center information of each class in the neighborhood when making a classification decision. However, the center information may not be sufficient to describe the distribution of the neighborhood. For example, in Fig. 1c The CAP or LPC selects 5 nearest samples to the query sample for each of the two classes; the local center of Class 2 is closer to the query sample than that of Class 1. However, the sixth nearest sample in Class 1 is closer to the query sample than some of the 5 nearest samples in Class 2, it should therefore be taken into account as a support for classification into Class 1. Thus, it would be more reasonable to classify the query sample to Class 1 due to its more dense distribution around the query sample.
Support vector machine based kNN rules
Thanks to the development of support vector machine (SVM) [105] , [106] , documented research has proposed a hybrid approach using the SVM and kNN (SVM-kNN) to improve the performance of the single classifiers [5] , [107] . The SVM-kNN is designed to train a local SVM model for each neighborhood to classify the corresponding query sample. In other words, SVMkNN generates the local decision boundary from the kNNs to classify the particular query sample. We can simply describe the SVM-kNN as
where SVM N k (X ) (·) denotes the SVM model is trained from N k (X) which is the set of kNNs of X. SVM-kNN can achieve higher classification accuracy than SVM or kNN. However, because the SVM model training is for a particular query sample, it may be time consuming to train a set local SVM models for all query samples, especially for cases where there is a large number of query samples and a large neighborhood size. Furthermore, The SVM can not directly handle multi-class classification problems, therefore, if the neighborhood contains three or more classes, the SVM-kNN must laboriously transform the multi-class classification problem into several binary classification problems [108] , [109] . In addition, the SVM-kNN only extracts the division information from the neighborhood without regard to the number of kNNs in each class. This may make the SVM-kNN ineffective in some cases. For example, in Fig. 1d the SVM-kNN generates the optimal decision boundary for the two classes in the neighborhood of the eight nearest neighbors. SVM-kNN will classify the query sample to Class 2 according to the decision boundary, while it may be more reasonable to be classified to Class 1, because there are more and nearer neighbors in Class 1 than in Class 2.
In this article, the proposed LD-kNN method is designed to address the issues identified for the previous kNN rules by taking into account the local distribution information contained in the neighborhood. The decision rule of LD-kNN can comprehensively organize the information contained in the neighborhood and can be effective for most classification problems.
LD-KNN CLASSIFICATION RULE
The kNN algorithms generate the classification decision for a query sample from its neighborhood. To achieve a more representative class for a query sample from its neighborhood, the proposed LD-kNN rule will consider the local distribution information which is a combination of information used in previous kNN methods.
Local distribution
Suppose a continuous closed region R in the sample space of X 2 , in the n observations of X we have observed k samples falling within R, we can estimate the prior probability that a point falls in R asP (R) = k/n when k, n → +∞. If the region R is small enough, i.e. V (R) → 0, 3 then the region R can be regarded uniform, thus for each point X ∈ R, we can estimate f (X) by histograms aŝ
However, a large k and a small local region R can not coexist in practice. If a larger k is selected to ensure the accuracy ofP (R) = k/n, the region R can not be always regarded uniform, which may frustrate the histogram estimator. Thus, we propose dealing with this problem by local distribution which is 2. X can be a single variable for univariate distribution or a multivariable for multivariate joint distribution.
3. V (·) denotes the size of a region, volume for 3-dimensional cases, area for 2-dimensional cases and hyper-volume for higher dimensional cases.
described by Local Probability Density (LPD), versus the global distribution and its probability density function (PDF).
Definition 1 (Local Probability Density).
In the sample space of variable X, given a continuous closed region R, for an arbitrary point X, the local probability density in R is defined as
where δ(X) and V (δ(X)) respectively denote the neighborhood of X and the size of the neighborhood, and P (δ(X)|R) is the conditional probability that a point is in δ(X) given that it is in R.
In Definition 1, the local region R should be predefined for the estimation of f R (X), if R is defined as the whole sample space, then P (δ(X)|R) = P (δ(X)), f R (X) becomes the global PDF. Conversely, if R is small enough, it can be assumed uniform, then P (δ(X)|R) = V (δ(X))/V (R) and f R (X) = 1/V (R). Similar to PDF in the whole sample space, LPD describes the local distribution in a certain region. Subsequently, LPD also has the two properties: nonnegativity and unitarity, as Theorem 1 describes.
Theorem 1.
If f R (X) denotes the local probability density of X in a continuous region R, then
Proof. The probability P (δ(X)|R) can not be negative in the sample space, and if X / ∈ R, there must be a sufficiently small neighborhood δ(X), s.t. δ(X) R = Φ and then P (δ(X)|R) = 0, thus according to the definition, f R (X) = 0. As shown in the property (I).
For property (II), note that f R (X) is the differential of P (X|R), the integral of f R (X) in region R is P (R|R) = 1.
We can also generate the relationship between LPD and PDF as follows: Theorem 2. In the sample space of variable X, if a continuous closed area R has the prior probability P (R), and a point X ∈ R has the local probability density f R (X) in a local region R, then the global probability density of the point X is
Proof. Due to X ∈ R, then if δ(X) → X, we have δ(X) ⊂ R, and then
The global probability density can be computed as
Theorem 2 provides a method to estimate global probability density from LPD. Due to the locality of LPD, it is supposed much simpler than the global density. Thus we can assume a simple parametric probabilistic model in R, and estimate the model parameters from the samples falling in R. In the histogram estimation, the area R is assumed uniform, and we can derive f R (X) = 1 V (R) and then the Formula 9, where the condition V (R) → 0 is to make the uniform assumption more likely to be correct.
However, the local region R can not be always assumed uniform. If we assume a probabilistic model with the probability density function f (X; θ) in the local area R. We get the estimation of parameterθ from the points falling in R. To ensure the unit measure, i.e. property (II), of LPD, the estimation of LPD should be normalized aŝ
As the global probability can be estimated based on LPD, the kNN methods can turn to the LPD for the distribution information to make an effective classification decision.
LD-kNN formulation
Given a specified sample X, by maximum posterior hypothesis, we can generate an effective classification rule by assigning X to the class with the maximum posterior probability conditioned on X. In other words, the purpose is looking for the probability that sample X belongs to class C, given that we know the attribute description of X [110] . The predicted class of X (denoted as l) can be formulated as
Only P (X|C)P (C) need to be maximized. P (C) is the class prior probability and can be estimated by N C,T /N T , where N C,T is the number of samples in class C in the training set, and N T denotes the number of all the samples in the training set. As the training set is also constant, the classification problem can be transformed to
If the attributes are continuous valued, we can use the local distribution to estimate the related conditional probability density f (X|C) as a substitute of P (X|C). We can select a neighborhood of X δ C (X) to estimate f (X|C) through Formula 12 as
where N C is the number of samples from class C falling in δ C (X) in the training set. Then, the maximization problem in Equation 17 can be transformed to l = arg max
Subsequently, the only thing needed is to estimated the LPD of class C at X (i.e. f δC (X) (X|C)) in the neighborhood.
Local distribution estimation
For a query sample X, if we have observed N C samples from class C falling in the neighborhood δ C (X) (denoted as X C i (i = 1, · · · , N C )), the estimation of LPD is similar to the PDF estimation in the whole sample space except that the local distribution is supposed to be much simpler, and thus we can assume a simple distribution model in δ C (X). In our research, we assume a Gaussian model in δ C (X) for class C, and estimate the corresponding parameters from δ C (X). As a contrast, we also use another complicated probabilistic model which is estimated using kernel density estimation (KDE) in the neighborhood.
Gaussian Model Estimation
Gaussian Model Estimation (GME) is a parametric method for probability estimation. In GME, we assume that the samples in the neighborhood in each class follow a Gaussian distribution with a mean µ and a covariance matrix Σ defined by Equation 20 , where d is the number of the features.
For a certain class C, we can take the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to estimate the two parameters (the mean µ C and the covariance matrix Σ C ) from the N C samples falling in
In our approach, to ensure the positive-definiteness of Σ, we make the naive assumption that all the attributes on each class do not correlate with one another in a local region; that is, the covariance matrix (Σ) would be a diagonal matrix. Then the MLE of the covariance matrix Σ C would be aŝ
where diag(·) converts a square matrix to a diagonal matrix with the same diagonal elements. The Gaussian model is a global model that integrates to unity in the whole sample space, while the LPD should integrate to unity in the local region. Thus, as described in Formula 15, the Gaussian model in δ C (X) should be normalized, we then get the LPD for X in δ C (X) for class C as
Kernel Density Estimation
We have also conducted KDE in the neighborhood for LPD estimation, where less rigid assumptions have been made about the prior distribution of the observed data. To estimate the LPD f δC (X) (X|C) for a certain class C in the neighborhood, we use the common KDE with identical Gaussian kernels and an assigned bandwidth vector H C , expressed aŝ
where the operator ./ denotes the right division between the corresponding elements in two equal-sized matrices or vectors, prod(·) returns the product of the all elements in a vector, and K(·) is the kernel function. In this article, we use the Gaussian kernel defined as
The estimatedf (X|C) also need to be normalized as
We selected the bandwidth h C for a certain class C in a dimension according to Silverman's rule of thumb [111] , [112] byĥ
whereĥ C is the estimated optimal bandwidth, andσ C is the estimated standard deviation of class C in δ C (X). The h C for each dimension is computed independently.
Generalized LD-kNN rules
In kNN methods, δ C (X) in Formula 19 is constant for all classes and is selected as a neighborhood that contains k samples in the training set. Thus, for a query sample X and a training set T , given the parameter k and a certain distance metric d(·), a generalized kNN method can execute the following steps to evaluate which class the query sample X should belong to.
Step 1: For the query samples X, find its k nearest neighbors as a neighborhood set N k (X) from the training set T according to the distance function, i.e.,
where X k is the kth nearest sample to X in T .
Step 2: Divide the neighborhood set N k (X) into clusters according to the class label, such that samples in the same cluster have the same class label while samples from different clusters have different class labels. If the jth cluster labeled C j is denoted by X Cj , then
where l(x) denotes the observed class label of x, and the division is expressed by
where N is the number of all classes in N k (X) and N Cj is the number of objects in the jth cluster X Cj .
Step 3: For each cluster X Cj , estimate f δ(X) (X|C) by GME or KDE from the corresponding Formulae 24 or 27.
Step 4: The query sample X is classified into the most probable class that has the maximum N C · f δ(X) (X|C) as expressed by Equation 19 .
According to the aforementioned processes, an LD-kNN rule assigns the query sample to the class having a maximum posterior probability which is calculated according to the Bayesian theorem based on the local distribution.
Analysis
Formula 19 can be regarded as a generalized classification form; different classification rules can be generated through selecting different neighborhoods δ C (X) for class C or different local distribution estimation methods. From Formula 19, the classification decision of LD-kNN has two components, N C and f δC (X) (X|C), which need to be estimated from the N k (X). N C represents quantity information and f δC (X) (X|C) describes the local distribution information in the neighborhood.
LD-kNN and V-kNN
The traditional V-kNN rules classify the query sample using only the number of nearest neighbors for each class in the N k (X) (i.e. N C for the class C). Comparing the classification rules of V-kNN and LD-kNN expressed respectively in Formulae 1 and 19, the LD-kNN rule additionally takes into account the LPD at the query sample (i.e. f δC (X) (X|C)) for each class. In other words, the V-kNN rule assumes a constant LPD f δC (X) (X|C) for all classes, i.e., it assumes a uniform distribution in a constant neighborhood for all classes. However, for different classes, the local distributions are not always identical and may play a significant role for classification; the proposed LD-kNN rules take the differences into account through a local probabilistic model.
As exemplified in Fig. 1a , while the number of samples from Class 1 are less than that from Class 2 in the neighborhood of the query sample, the local distribution of Class 1 estimated from the nearer samples can be more dense around the query sample and can achieve a greater posterior probability than Class 2.
LD-kNN and DW-kNN
DW-kNN rules assume that the voting of kNNs should be based on a distance-related weight, because the query sample is more likely to belong to the same class with its nearer neighbors. It is an effective refinement to the V-kNN rule. The DW-kNN can be regarded as a special case of LD-kNN with KDE. Combining the Formulae 19, 25 and 27, we can get the rule as
where
Thus, the LD-kNN can be clearly viewed as a weighted kNN rule with a weight w C i assigned to X i in class C; If we further assign H C = [1, · · · , 1] and omit the differences of δC (X)f (X|C)dX among classes, the weight is related to the kernel function K(X i − X). Though the kernel function K(·) has the constraint condition that it should ingrate to 1 in the whole space, it does not influence the weight ratio for each sample by a normalization process.
In this sense, LD-kNN with KDE takes into account more information (e.g. the band widths related to classes H C ) than DW-kNN. In addition, the local normalization for unity measure as Formula 27 is a reasonable process, though the differences of δC (X)f (X|C)dX among classes are usually tiny and can be omitted.
As shown in Fig. 1b , while samples from Class 1 have the same number and the same distances to the query sample as compared to the samples from Class 2, the distribution for the two classes is quite different. According to the local distribution information, LD-kNN can make an effective classification decision through the posterior probability.
LD-kNN and LC-kNN
LC-kNN generates the classification rule only based on the local center, which is a part of the local distribution in GME. It can also be derived from LD-kNN with GME with a constant covariance matrix for all classes. If the neighborhood for each class C is selected so that it has a constant number of samples in the training set, i.e., N C is constant for all classes, the classification rule in Formula 19 can be transformed as Equation 36 with a constant covariance matrix Σ for GME. l = arg max
where d m (·) is the Mahalanobis distance between two samples. As can be seen, through assuming an equal covariance matrix Σ for all classes, LD-kNN with GME can shrink to LC-kNN. If the covariance matrix Σ is further assumed the identity matrix, the Mahalanobis distance reduces to the Euclidean distance, then the LD-kNN can be reduced to the CAP or LPC, depending on the estimation of local center. Taking into account the differences among the local variabilities of all classes, LD-kNN can be an improved version of LCkNN. For example, in Fig. 1c , while the local center of Class 2 is closer to the query sample than that of Class 1, there is a greater concentration of samples in Class 1 than that in Class 2 around the query sample and the LD-kNN may calculate a greater posterior probability for Class 1.
LD-kNN and Bayesian rules
The Bayesian rules estimate the conditional probability density f (X|C) corresponding to P (X|C) on the whole dataset by a Gaussian model or KDE. However, for a certain sample X, the estimation of f (X|C) on the whole dataset usually affected by the noises on the whole dataset, while LD-kNN rules estimate f (X|C) through the local distribution in δ k (X) that the noises outside this area can not affect the estimation of f (X|C). And moreover, with the knowledge that near neighbors can usually represent the property of a sample better than the more distant samples, estimating the local distribution in the neighborhood of the query sample to predict its class label is quite feasible.
In fact, LD-kNN can be considered as a compromise between the 1-nearest-neighbor rule and the Bayesian rule. The parameter k describes the locality of LD-kNN; when parameter k is close to 1, LD-kNN approaches the nearest neighbor rule; if k increases to the size of the dataset, then the local area is extended to the whole dataset, and LD-kNN becomes a Bayesian classifier. In this sense, through tuning the parameter k, LD-kNN may combine the advantages of the two classifiers and become a more effective method for classification.
LD-kNN and SVM-kNN
The SVM-kNN method generates the classification rule based on the optimal decision boundary which can be viewed as the division information extracted from the neighborhood. Both SVM-kNN and LD-kNN can generate a local classification model in a neighborhood, SVM-kNN generates a local SVM model while LD-kNN generates a local probabilistic model. Different from the local probabilistic model in LD-kNN, the local SVM model in SVM-kNN seldom considers the quantity information corresponding to the prior probability of a class in the neighborhood; also, it does not care how the other samples are distributed provided they will not become support vectors and influence the decision boundary. Thus, due to the lack of distribution information, SVM-kNN may be less effective than LD-kNN in the case depicted in Fig. 1d as the LD-kNN should achieve a greater posterior probability for Class 1, due to its greater prior probability in the neighborhood.
Computational complexity
In the classification stage, the kNN methods generally: (a) initially compute the distances between the query sample and all the training samples, (b) identify the kNNs based on the distances, (c) organize the information contained in the neighborhood, and (d) generate the classification decision rules. If m, d and k respectively denote the number of the training samples, the number of features, and the number of the nearest neighbors. In step (a), if the Euclidean distance is employed, we require O(md) additions and multiplications. In step (b), we require O(km) comparisons for the kNNs. In step (d), these kNN rules all search for the maximum or minimum value in a queue with c values corresponding to the decision values of c classes; this step only requires O(c) comparisons, which can be omitted compared with the other steps.
The LD-kNN method differs from other kNN methods in organizing the information in the neighborhood in step (c). For the step (c), different kNN rules will have different computational cost. If there are c classes in the neighborhood, then the computational complexity of some related kNN rules in step (c) can be easily analyzed and shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , the LD-kNN may have somewhat more time complexity than other kNN rules except for LPC. However, in practical problems, we usually have c < k < m, and c ≪ m, thus, compared to the computational complexity in step (a) and (b) the computational cost in step (c) can be omitted. Then, the total computational complexity for LD-kNN is O(md) in terms of addition and multiplication, and O(km) in terms of comparison which is equal to that of the V-kNN.
SVM-kNN has the same computation in steps (a) and (b), while in steps (c) and (d) it trains an SVM model based on the kNNs and predicts the label of the query sample according to the trained model. For a binary SVM, the computational complexity is highly related to the number of support vectors N S . As Burges et al. [113] described, the computational complexity of training a local SVM is O(N 
EXPERIMENTS
To study the performance characteristics of the proposed LDkNN method we have conducted four sets of experiments using synthetic and real datasets. Experiment I studies the influence 
1 Here, we refer to the weighting function as Equations 3 and 4 which have equal computational complexities. 2 For CAP and LPC, the dataset should be grouped before the neighborhood information organization step; the computational complexity is O(mc). 3 LPC should have an additional process of estimating the related probability for each training sample, which can be achieved offline. This process will take the major computational cost O(k 0 m 2 ) if using the method described in [104] .
of neighborhood size on the performance of kNN-based classifiers; Experiment II studies the scalability of dimension for the proposed method; Experiment III studies the efficiency of LDkNN rules; Experiment IV studies the classification performance of LD-kNN rules for real classification problems.
Experimental datasets
To evaluate the LD-kNN approach, the datasets used in our experiments contain 27 real datasets and four types of synthetic datasets.
The synthetic datasets
Each of the four types of synthetic datasets (denoted as T1, T2, T3, T4) is used for a two-class classification problem. There are at least three advantages in using synthetic datasets [103] :
(1) the size of training and test sets can be controlled; (2) the dimension of the dataset and the correlation of the attributes can be controlled; and (3) for any two-class problem, the true Bayes error can be obtained [115] . If a p-dimensional sample is denoted as (x 1 , · · · , x p−1 , y), the four types of synthetic datasets are described as follows. In T1 datasets, the data samples of the two classes are in a uniform distribution in two adjacent regions divided by a nonlinear boundary:
In the T2, T3 and T4 datasets the data samples of the two classes are from two multivariate Gaussian distributions N (µ 1 , Σ 1 ) and N (µ 2 , Σ 2 ).
In the T2 dataset, the two Gaussian distributions have the same diagonal covariance matrix but different mean vectors, i.e.,
where I p denotes the p-dimensional identity matrix, 0 p denotes a p-dimensional zero vector. In the T3 dataset, the two Gaussian distributions have the same mean vector but different diagonal covariance matrixes,
In the T4 dataset, the two Gaussian distributions have different mean vectors and non-diagonal covariance matrixes, i.e., where 1 p denotes a p-dimensional square matrix with all components 1, Σ 1 and Σ 2 are non-diagonal matrixes with the corresponding main diagonal components 2 and 4, and with the remaining components equal to 1.
The real datasets
The real datasets are selected from the well-known UCI-Irvine repository of machine learning datasets [116] . Because the estimation of probability density is only for numerical attributes, the attributes of the selected datasets are all numerical. These datasets cover a wide area of applications including life, computer, physical and business domains. The datasets include 13 two-class problems and 14 multi-class problems. Table 2 summarizes the relevant information for these datasets.
Experimental settings
The shared experimental settings for all the four experiments are described as follows. The unique settings for each experiment are introduced in the corresponding subsection.
The distance function
While different classification problems may utilize different distance functions, in our experiments we use Euclidean distance to measure the distance between two samples.
The normalization
To prevent attributes with an initially large range from inducing bias by out-weighing attributes with initially smaller ranges, in our experiments, all the datasets are normalized by a zscore normalization that linearly transforms each of the numeric attributes of a dataset with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
The Parameter
The parameter k in kNN-based classifiers indicates the number of nearest neighbors. In our experiments, we use the average number of nearest neighbors per class (denoted by kpc) as the parameter, i.e., we totally search kpc * N C nearest neighbors, where N C is the number of classes in the corresponding dataset.
The performance evaluation
The performance of a classifier usually contains two aspects, effectiveness and efficiency. The effectiveness is related to the data distribution in a dataset; and the efficiency is usually related to the size of a dataset. The misclassification rate (MR) and F1-score (F1) are employed to assess the effectiveness of a classifier; a smaller MR or a greater F1 denotes better effectiveness. In Experiment I and II, due to the simplicity of synthetic datasets, we only use MR to evaluate the effectiveness; while both MR and F1 are calculated in the real datasets in Experiment IV. The efficiency is described by the time consumed in a classification task in Experiment III. For Experiments I, II and IV, to express the generalization capacity, the training samples and the test samples should be independent. In our research we use stratified 5-fold cross validation to estimate the effectiveness indicator (MR or F1) of a classifier on each dataset. In stratified 5-fold cross validation, the data are randomly stratified into 5 folds. Among the 5 folds, one is used as test set, and the remaining folds are used as the training set. We perform the classification process 5 times, each time using a different test set and the corresponding training set. To avoid bias, we repeat the cross validation process on each dataset ten times and calculate the average MR (AMR) or average F1 (AF1) to evaluate the effectiveness of a classifier.
Experiment I
The purpose of Experiment I is to investigate the influence of the parameter kpc on effectiveness of kNN-based classifiers. This investigation is designed to guide us in the selection of the optimal parameter kpc for classification. The 4 types of synthetic datasets with various dimensions and several real datasets are employed in this experiment. For each synthetic dataset there are 500 samples for each of the two classes. Additionally, we set the dimension of synthetic datasets in {2, 5, 10} to investigate the influence of dimension on kpc's selection.
In this experiment, two LD-kNN rules are implemented using GME and KDE respectively. Some other kNN-based rules are also employed as controls, including V-kNN, DW1-kNN, DW2-kNN, CAP, LPC, SVM-kNN(RBF), and SVM-kNN(Poly). 4 The AMR of the kNN-based classifiers on synthetic datasets varied with respect to parameter kpc are depicted in Fig. 2 where each subfigure represents the performances of the kNNbased classifiers on a specified type of dataset with a specified dimension. Each row in in Fig. 2 denotes a type of synthetic dataset, T1 to T4 from top to bottom. A column in Fig. 2 denotes the dimension of the synthetic dataset; the columns from left to right represent the dimension p=2, p=5 and p=10 respectively.
For the T1 dataset, the complex boundary may make the neighborhood of samples around the boundary be dominated by samples from the other class; this will frustrate the kNN rules, especially the neighborhood is large. A small neighborhood can alleviate this dominance, but easily suffers from randomness of samples. Thus, the optimal choice of kpc should not be too small or too large, as depicted in Fig. 2a . However, in highdimensional cases, due to the sparsity of samples, very few points will be sampled around the boundary, the dominance from a different class should be weaker, and a large neighborhood may reduce the impact of the randomness of samples; thus a larger neighborhood is favorable, as shown in 2b and 2c. It can also be seen that the LD-kNN(GME) with an appropriate neighborhood size is more effective than other classifiers. The LD-kNN(KDE) is also as effective as LD-kNN(GME) in low dimensional cases (p=2); while in high dimensional cases (p=5 and p=10), it can not be so effective as LD-kNN(GME). It can be explained that, in low dimensional cases, the samples are enough for the nonparametric estimation of local distribution; while in high dimensional cases, due to the sparsity of samples the nonparametric estimation as KDE may fail to achieve an effective estimation as a parametric estimation as GME.
For the T2, T3 and T4 datsets, we can see that LDkNN(GME) usually favors a larger neighborhood size and that LD-kNN(GME) is more effective than other kNN rules in most cases. In low-dimensional cases, the samples are dense, other kNN rules can also effectively simulate the local distribution; thus in Fig. 2 the advantages of LD-kNN(GME) over other kNN rules are not so significant when p=2, while more significant when p=5 or 10. In T2 dataset, the Bayesian decision boundary is linear and the distributions of the two classes are symmetrical about the boundary; most of the kNN rules can be effective for this simple classification problem, LD-kNN(GME) can not show any advantages over some other kNN rules. The LD-kNN(KDE) does not perform so effectively as LD-kNN(GME) on these types of datasets. We believe that assuming a simple model such as Gaussian model in a small local region can be more effective than a more complicated probabilistic model as estimating the local distribution through KDE.
For a real-world classification problem, the true distribution and the relationship between attributes is usually unknown, the influences of parameter kpc on classification results are usually irregular, and the neighborhood size should be selected according to the testing results. Fig. 3 shows the performance curves with respect to kpc of the kNN-based methods on several real datasets. Because different real datasets usually have different distributions and different sizes, the curves for LD-kNN(GME) are usually different as depicted in the last row of Fig 3. However, the performance curves on these datasets show that, on average the LD-kNN(GME) method can be quite effective for these real problems and that a somewhat larger neighborhood should be selected for LD-kNN(GME).
Experiment II
The purpose of experiment II is to investigate the scalability of dimension (or dimensional robustness) of the methods; i.e., how well a method performs while the dimension of datasets is increasing. In this experiment we implement the classification algorithms on each type of synthetic dataset with 500 samples for each class and with the dimension p ranging from 2 to 10. The AMR of 10 trials of stratified 5-fold cross validation is obtained for each classifier. The kpc for a kNN-based classifier is selected according to its performance in Experiment I. In addition, we have also employed SVM and naive Bayesian classifiers (NBC) as controls due to their acknowledged dimensional scalability. Fig. 4 plots the classification performance as a function of the dimension p for each of the classifiers on the four types of synthetic datasets. From Fig. 4 , we can see that the LDkNN(GME) is generally more dimensionally robust than other kNN-based classifiers. Fig. 4a shows the uptrends of AMR for most of the classifiers with the dimension increasing on the corresponding datasets T1; it can be seen that the uptrend for LD-kNN(GME) is much slower than that for other kNN-based classifiers and SVM, which demonstrates the dimensional robustness of LD-kNN(GME). The NBC shows a downtrend of AMR with the dimension increasing; however it can not perform so effectively as LDkNN(GME) due to the violation of the conditional independence assumption between attributes. For the T2 dataset, Fig. 4b demonstrates the similarity trends in terms of AMR among these classifiers with the dimension increasing. The LD-kNN(KDE) and DW2-kNN can be seen to perform not so well as the other classifiers. From Fig. 4c, LD-kNN(GME bustness to the dimension on T3 datasets, and it can be seen that they perform more effective than other classifiers. In addition, the V-kNN, DW1-kNN and DW2-kNN are not so dimensional robustness. For the T4 dataset, Fig. 4d shows that the performance of LD-kNN(GME) is also as robust to the dimension as SVM.
From the above analysis it can be seen that the dimensional robustness of LD-kNN(GME) can be generally comparable to that of NBC and SVM on these datasets. On T1 and T4 datasets where the class conditional independence assumption is violated for NBC, the LD-kNN(GME) can be more effective than NBC and demonstrate comparable robustness with the SVM. Additionally, on all these datasets, the performances of LD-kNN(GME) are even more robust than or at least equal to SVM-kNN which used to be the state-of-the-art methods for classification.
Experiment III
Experiment III is designed to evaluated the efficiency of the LDkNN methods when applied in datasets with different sizes. Because the time consumption for classification is related to the dataset size and the classifier more than the data distribution, synthetic datasets with different sizes can be applicable for efficiency tests. In this experiment, three factors, the neighborhood size for kNN-based classifiers, the size of the training set and the dimensionality of the dataset are investigated for the efficiency tests. Three experimental tasks corresponding to the three factors are implemented on a PC with one Pentium(R) 2.50GHz processor and one 2.00GB RAM. The computing software is Matlab R2010a in Windows XP OS.
To investigate the influence of neighborhood size on the efficiency for kNN-based classifiers, we use a synthetic training set with 500 samples and a test set with 100 samples; both are 5-dimensional T2 datasets. The time consumptions for the kNNbased classifiers vary with the neighborhood size (i.e. kpc) as depicted in Fig. 5a , where we can see that with the neighborhood size increasing, the time consumptions of all these classifiers except SVM-kNN increase very slowly; while that of SVMkNN increases more sharply, in agreement with the complexity analysis in Section 3.6 that the SVM-kNN has a computational complexity O(k 2 ) while other kNN-based classifiers is O(k) if m and d are constant. From Fig. 5a , it can also be seen that with a constant neighborhood size, LD-kNN(GME) is less time-consuming than LD-kNN(KDE)and LPC, and more timeconsuming than V-kNN, DW-kNN and CAP.
To investigate how efficiently the classifiers perform with the training set size increasing, we employ a training set with sample size varying from 100 to 1000 and the test set with 100 samples; both are also 5-dimensional T2 datasets; the neighborhood size is set kpc = 10 for kNN-based classifiers. We have plot the variation curves (time consumption vs. training set size) in Fig.  5b . From Fig. 5b , with kpc increasing, the time consumptions of all these classifiers except SVM and LPC increase so slightly that they remain visually stable. The time consumption of SVM increases most sharply and then LPC among these classifiers. This is because the computational complexity of SVM is between O(m 2 d) and O(m 3 + m 2 d) as shown in [114] and LPC has an additional prior probability estimation process whose computational complexity is O(k 0 m 2 ) as described in [104] ; while all other kNN-based classifiers just have a linear complexity with respect to training set size m. In addition, NBC and V-kNN are both quite efficient due to their simplicity. LD-kNN(GME) is a little more efficient than LD-kNN(KDE) but less efficient than NBC and other kNN-based classifiers.
As for the dataset dimensionality, we also use a training set and a test set respectively with 500 samples and 100 samples as before; kpc = 10 is set for kNN-based classifiers; the only variable is the dimensionality that we vary from 2 to 20. The efficiency-dimensionality curves for different classifiers are shown in Fig. 5c . From Fig. 5c , we can see that the time consumptions for all classifiers show roughly linear increases with the dimensionality increasing; the increase of SVM is much sharper than that of other classifiers. In addition, LD-kNN(GME) and LD-kNN(KDE) are not so efficient as NBC, V-kNN and CAP; however, the increase rates among the five classifiers do not shown any significance difference.
All the results in Fig. 5 corroborate the computational complexity analysis in Section 3.6. From the results and analysis, the time consumption of LD-kNN does not increase much with the increase of neighborhood size, training set size and dataset dimensionality as is the case of NBC, V-kNN and CAP.
Experiment IV
The purpose of Experiment IV is to investigate the classification performance of the proposed method on the real datasets by comparing it with competing methods. In this experiment, we implement LD-kNN rules on the 27 UCI datasets for classification. The kpc value for a kNN-based rule and a dataset is selected according to its performance in Experiment I.
Following experimental testing, the classification results in terms of AMR and AF1 on real datasets for all the classifiers are shown in Table 3 where the upper half is AMR and the lower half is AF1. From Table 3 we can see that LD-kNN(GME) performs best for 8 datasets in terms of both AMR and AF1, which is more than other classifiers. The overall average AMR and the corresponding average rank of LD-kNN(GME) on these datasets are 15.27% and 3.41 respectively, lower than all other classifiers; similar results can be achieved when using AF1 as the indicator. We have compared LD-kNN(GME) with each of other classifiers in terms of AMR and AF1, the number of wins, ties and losses are displayed in the last row of the corresponding sub-table in Table 3 ; the LD-kNN(GME) has a significant advantage in each pairwise comparisons. These results imply that the proposed LDkNN(GME) may be a promising method for classification.
We have employed a Friedman test [117] , [118] for multiple comparison among these classifiers. The computed Friedman statistics for AMR and AF1 are respectively 97.07 and 100.03, both higher than the critical value χ 2 0.05,11 = 19.68 at the 0.05 significance, which indicates significant difference among these 12 classifiers in terms of both AMR and AF1.
We further use the post-hoc Bonferroni-Dunn test [118] to reveal the differences among the classifiers. Fig. 6 shows the results of the Bonferroni-Dunn test that the other classifiers are compared to LD-kNN(GME). Fig. 6a indicates that, in terms of AMR, LD-kNN(GME) performs significantly (p < 0.05) better than KDE-NBC, GME-NBC, SVM-kNN(Poly), V-kNN and DW2-kNN and the data is not sufficient to indicate the differences between LD-kNN(GME) and the other 6 classifiers. Also, Fig. 6b indicates that, in terms of AF1, LD-kNN(GME) can significantly (p < 0.05) outperform KDE-NBC, GME-NBC, SVM-kNN(Poly), V-kNN, DW2-kNN, SVM and SVM-RBF and the differences between LD-kNN(GME) and the other 4 classifiers can not be detected from the data.
Additionally, to evaluate how well a particular method performs on average among all the problems taken into consideration, it is the issue of robustness to classification problems. Following the method designed by Friedman [104] , [119] , we quantify the robustness of a classifier m by the ratio r m of its error rate e m to the smallest error rate over all the methods being compared in a particular application, i.e., r m = e m /min 1≤k≤12 e k . A greater value for this ratio indicates an inferior performance 2. GME-NBC and KDE-NBC are the naive Bayesian classifiers that estimates the probability density with GME and KDE respectively. for the corresponding method for that application among the comparative methods. Thus, the distribution of r m for each method over all the datasets provides information concerning its robustness to classification problems. We illustrate the distribution of r m for each method over the 27 datasets by box plots in Fig. 7 where it is clear that the spread of r m for LDkNN(GME) is narrow and close to point 1.0; this demonstrates that the LD-kNN(GME) method performs robustly to these classification problems. From Fig. 7 we can see that, as stateof-the-art classifiers CAP and LPC are also as robust to these classification problems as LD-kNN(GME). LD-kNN(KDE) is less robust than LD-kNN(GME), CAP and LPC, as it is at the medium level in terms of the robustness. NBC performs least well in practical problems; this is due to the fact that the class conditional independence assumption is usually violated in practical problems.
In considering the reported results, it can be concluded that LD-kNN(GME) performs better than most of other classifiers in terms of effectiveness (described by AMR or AF1) and robustness. In considering the kNN-based classifiers, the DW-kNN improves the traditional V-kNN by weighting and achieves a better performance over these datasets. For the LD-kNN(KDE), by estimating the local distribution based on distances, it is essentially a type of DW-kNN method and we have observed similar performances for the LD-kNN(KDE), DW1-kNN and DW2-kNN in terms of robustness as shown in Fig. 7 . The CAP and the LPC improve the kNN method by using local center and can be viewed as simplified versions of LD-kNN(GME); and they can achieve a comparable effectiveness and robustness with LDkNN(GME). In Combining SVM and kNN methods, the SVMkNN achieves the dimensional scalability; however, it fails to perform as effectively and robustly as the LD-kNN(GME). The LD-kNN(GME) is a more comprehensive method, as it considers the kNNs integrally by local distribution and generates the classification decision rule by maximizing posterior probability; thus it is reasonable to conclude that among the kNN-based classifiers the LD-kNN(GME) should have an upper level performance.
DISCUSSION
As a kNN-based classifier, LD-kNN can inherit the advantages of kNN method and moreover, due to the classification method being based on maximum posterior probability, the LD-kNN classifier can achieve the Bayes error rate in theory. However, in practice the effectiveness of LD-kNN usually depends on the accuracy of LPD estimation. The LPD is usually estimated through a local model assumption. In this article, we have introduced two approaches GME and KDE for LDP estimation from the samples in the neighborhood. With the intuition that the distribution in a local region should be simpler than in the whole sample space, a moderately complex model should fit the local distribution better. Thus, due to the complexity of KDE and the simplicity of uniform assumption (as is the case in the V-kNN), a local model with medium complexity such as LD-kNN(GME) should be more reasonable, and moreover, it has demonstrated its effectiveness, efficiency and robustness in the experimental results compared with LD-kNN(KDE) and kNN.
In fact, the selection of local distribution model is quite dependent on the size of neighborhood. If the neighborhood is small, a complex local model created from a small number of samples may not so stable; a local uniform model should be more adapted. On the other hand, samples in a large neighborhood are not always distributed uniformly; a complex local model is favored. For a sparse or complexly distributed dataset, a large neighborhood size and a relatively complex local model should be selected for the LPD estimation. From the results of Experiment I in Fig. 2 and 3 , we can see that in a larger neighborhood LD-kNN(GME) is usually superior to V-kNN, while in a small neighborhood the superiority is not so significantly. However, the exact relationship between neighborhood size and the local distribution model is not available, how to select a neighborhood size and the corresponding local distribution model remains a part of our future research.
The LD-kNN is essentially a Bayesian classification method as it is predicated on the Bayes theorem and predicts the class membership probabilities. LD-kNN estimates the posterior probability through the local distribution described by local probability density around the query sample rather than through the global distribution as NBC. The NBC, as a Bayesian classier can also achieve the minimum error rate in theory. However, the global distribution model is usually too complex to make a model assumption; thus the class conditional independence assumption should be made to reduce the complexity of the global distribution. Thus, along with the fact that the class conditional independence assumption usually does not hold in practical problems, it is not surprising that LD-kNN performs much more effectively than NBC in Experiment IV.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced the concept of local distribution and have considered kNN classification methods based on local distribution. Subsequently, we have presented our novel LD-kNN technique developed to enable pattern classification; the LD-kNN method extends the traditional kNN method in that it employs local distribution. The LD-kNN method essentially considers the k nearest neighbors of the query sample as several integral sets by the class labels and then organizes the local distribution information in the area represented by these integral sets to achieve the posterior probability for each class; then the query sample is classified to the class with the greatest posterior probability. This approach provides a simple mechanism for estimating the probability of the query sample attached to each class and has been shown to present several advantages. Through tuning the neighborhood size and the local distribution model, it can be applied to various datasets and achieve good performances.
In our experiments we have investigated the properties of the proposed LD-kNN methods. The results of Experiment I indicates that LD-kNN(GME) usually favors a reasonably larger neighborhood size and can achieve an effective and relatively stable performance in most cases. Experiment II shows that LD-kNN(GME) can be applied to a high-dimensional dataset as the NBC and SVM methods; Experiment III indicates the efficiency of LD-kNN; its time consumption would not increase too much with the expansion of the dataset or the neighborhood. Experiment IV demonstrates the effectiveness and robustness of LD-kNN(GME) to real classification problems. The experimental results demonstrate the advantages of LD-kNN and show its potential superiority in a variety of research area.
